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Five Ten® has earned its role as the dominant force in adventure 
footwear. This summer, we celebrate our 30th anniversary. It doesn’t 
seem like that much time has passed since those nights in Camp 
Four (or at least in the boulders nearby) filled with dreams of how 
sticky Stealth® rubber would revolutionize the world.   
  
The past three decades have been a lot of fun. We started as a small, 
feisty force in the already fiercely competitive shoe market. With 
designs that actually improved performance, and rubber that athletes 
swore by for its technical and safety advantage, we gradually gained 
a foothold.  

Our name is derived from the scale used in the United States to rate 
the difficulty of technical rock climbs (AKA the Yosemite Decimal 
System). Not so surprisingly, even 30 years ago, climbers were the 
ultimate multi-sport athletes. Our shoes were used for early rides 
on Moab’s Slick Rock and Poison Spider Mesa trails, on fast hikes 
up Mt. Whitney and the Tetons, and on many first descents of 
the world’s most remote waterways. Climbing pioneers like Todd 
Skinner, JB Tribout, and Chris Sharma put up some of the most 
difficult climbs in the world in our rock shoes. 

By our second decade, we’d entered the bike market with shoes that 
leaders like Nathan Rennie, Sam Hill, and Danny MacAskill simply 
had to wear. We helped usher in the era of human flight with athletes 
Dean Potter, JT Holmes, and Sean Leary. 

Now, entering our fourth decade, we are proud to offer the most 
trusted shoes for adventure athletes, youth gym teams, and bike 
park programs across the country—moving kids from screen-time to 
real-time.

Five Ten® put the “lifestyle” into outdoor brands. We were one of 
the first companies to fund athletes to do what they loved, rather 
than encourage them to stage photo shoots for media content. 
Rather than trying to push customers into products designed in 
a cubicle by psuedo-corporate bean counters, our company was 
built by climbers, bikers, and paddlers.

From one of our original taglines, “Go Anywhere, Do Anything,” 
to our current “Brand of the Brave,”  Five Ten® has always been 
athlete-driven and all about having fun.

30 YEARS OF ROCK & ROLL
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1985
Five Ten founded by Charles Cole, a core 
climber who gained notoriety for bold first solo 
ascents inYosemite. Approach shoe category 
invented with introduction of Five Tennie, the 
first hiking shoe with sticky rubber.

Five Ten shakes up the rock shoe world by 
selling Stealth rubber to resolers. Many of the 
world’s leading climbers (sponsored by other 
companies) secretly resole their shoes to gain 
the “Stealth® advantage.”

1986

1990
Five Ten moves offices from North Hollywood 
to Redlands, CA. The company launches 
the UFO, the world’s first downturned toe 
climbing shoe and, due to high demand, 
begins distributing Stealth rubber in Europe. 
Five Ten also invents first Velcro-closure 
climbing shoe. 

1991
Slingshot heel rand invented and changes not only 
fit, but performance of climbing shoes forever. 

1997
To increase power without weight or bulk, Five 
Ten invents the Fishhook midsole allowing 
climbers to stand on microscopic edges.

1998
Five Ten introduces the world to 
the first (ever) women’s specific 
climbing shoe, the Diamond. Fred 
Nicole establishes Radja, the 
first V14.

1999
Tom Cruise asks 
climbing Icon Ron 
Kauk to be his double 
in Mission Impossible 
II. Both men wear Five 
Ten® Ascents.

1992
Wearing Anasazis, French climber JB Tribout 
snatches the first ascent of Smith Rock 
(Oregon) test piece, Just Do It. At 14c it is one 
of the most difficult sport climbs in the world.

1987

2000
Fred Nicole 
makes the 
first ascent 
of Dreamtime 
in Cresciano; 
arguably the 
world’s first 8c.

Chris Sharma, wearing Anasazis, establishes 
the world’s first consensus 5.15a. He names
the climb, an extension of the established 
route Biographie, Realization. Nathan Rennie 
and Chris Kovarik use Stealth rubber for 
downhill bike races.

2001
2007
Modern Marvels profiles Five Ten. Compares 
the inventionof high-friction Stealth rubber with 
the invention of duct tape.

2006
Sam Hill takes 1st place at UCI Mountain Bike 
World Championships, Downhill - Rotorua, New 
Zealand. Sonnie Trotter makes first ascent of 
Cobra Crack (5.14). 

2002
Sam Hill gets his first pair of Five Ten shoes 
and wins Junior World Championships. At 
the first World Cup race of the season, Chris 
Kovarik demolishes downhill field using 
Stealth rubber shoes.

2003
Nathan Rennie wins the UCI World Cup DH 
overall title with Stealth rubber on his flat pedal 
shoes. Five Ten and Stealth dominate the UCI 
World Cup and World Championshi podium.

2005
Steph Davis becomes the first woman to 
free climb El Cap’s Salathe Wall (5.13b/c, 
35 pitches).

2010
Danny MacAskill releases The Way 
Back Home and the video goes 
viral (35 million hits and counting). 
Sam Hill takes 1st Place at 
UCI Mountain Bike World 
Championships.

2015
Jerome Clementz gets Five Ten® 
their first Enduro World Series 
win in Crankworx, NZ wearing the 
new Kestrel. Brett Rheeder wins 
Crankworx, NZ in Five Ten’s new
Sleuth with Stealth Marathon 
rubber.

2011
Tom Cruise again looks to Five Ten for help. 
We make a new rubber and special shoes and 
gloves for him to use in Mission Impossible 3: 
Ghost Protocol.

2012
Five Ten introduces Stealth® Mi6—a 
revolutionary new rubber with 
unprecedented cushioning properties 
and traction. Greg Minnaar wins the 2012 
World Championship in Leogang, Austria.

2013
Greg Minnaar wins back-to-
back World Championships 
in his home town of 
Pietermaritzburg, South 
Africa.

2014
Danny MacAskill’s The Ridge 
is released. Sam Hill brings flat 
pedals back to the top of the 
podium with a 1st place at the 
Mont St. Anne, Canada UCI 
World Cup DH and another 1st 
at Meribel, France UCI World 
Cup DH. Andreu Lacondeguy 
wins 2014 Red Bull Rampage.

1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1992 1993 1994 1995 19971996 1998 19991990 1991 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2007 2008 2009 2010 20122011 2013 2014 20152005 2006
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1995
Todd Skinner climbs Cowboy Direct (VII 5.13a) 
on the East Face of Trango Tower in Pakistan’s 
Karakoram Himalayas (the first Grade 7 free 
climb in the world). Elie Chevieux onsights 
Massey Fergusson (5.14a) in the Calanques, 
France, the first onsight of that grade.

1993
French superstar Patrick Edlinger pays 
full retail for Five Ten Anasazis at Neptune 
Mountaineering, Boulder, CO.

Stealth S1 rubber is born. Climbing Magazine 
hails Stealth® as “the stickiest rubber available.”

1988

Five Ten® makes its first sticky-soled climbing 
shoe (the Vertical).

2008
Dean Potter develops FreeBASE on Deep Blue 
Sea, north face of Eiger where he climbs and 
then jumps off for the descent.

2009
Dean Potter sets record for world’s longest 
B.A.S.E. jump from north face of the Eiger. 
Sam Hill takes 1st Place Overall UCI Mountain 
Bike World Cup, Downhill.
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In a world of 24-hour media-hype masked as news, self-important reality shows, and 

glory-hungry athletes who’ll do anything for a dollar, Dean Potter stands apart. He 

views the world differently than the rest of us--and we love him for it. The self-styled 

adventurer who specializes in solo climbing, human flight, and airy highlines has been 

with Five Ten for nearly two decades. He leads a reflective life focused on what he 

terms “perfecting his arts.” It’s a body of work as diverse as Rembrandt, one that has 

moved beyond empty headlines like “the world’s hardest climb.”  

 

“Dean Potter’s greatest contribution to climbing isn’t his crazy free solos, speed 

ascents, or inventing free BASE jumping,” says Duane Raleigh, editor-in-chief of Rock 

and Ice. “It’s that he has stayed true to his dreams and pulled the rest of us along with 

him--vicariously, of course.”

5.10: What are your top three Five Ten moments?

DP: The first-ever free BASE, Deep Blue Sea, off the Eiger in 2008, my world-record 

wingsuit flight off the Eiger in 2009, and my first free ascent (all free solo) of Easy Rider 

on El Cap in 2011. But I’ve got to add that the time I spend in nature and with friends 

far exceeds any achievement.  

 

5.10: What free solo stands out?

DP: My FA/FFA of California Roulette on Fitzroy in 2002--definitely my most “to the 

limit” free solo. I pushed climbing speed beyond my body’s limitations because I 

was afraid of serac fall and felt an alarming tension in my heart that nearly caused 

me to panic. This free solo was “onsight,” which means that I climbed totally new 

terrain,  uncertain of what I would find on the 7,000-foot uncaring Southwest Face. It 

involved vertical ice and unexplored rock up to 5.11. While descending, I was struck 

DEAN POTTER
AN INTERVIEW WITH

“My whole style of climbing revolves around 
the characteristics and performance of Stealth.”

— Dean Potter
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DEAN POTTER DEAN POTTER

by rock fall and knocked unconscious. 

My leg was damaged but not broken. It 

took more than 24 hours to hobble out 

of the mountains; I realized there had to 

be a better way to descend from such 

peaks and I imaged alpine BASE, and 

a few months later began my pursuit of 

human flight.

5.10: How about a favorite high line?

DP: Lost Arrow at 111 feet is high on 

the list. I lived on top of the Yosemite 

rim for about three weeks and walked 

the line daily (leashed) until I became 

comfortable enough to free solo 

(untethered) it three times. I’d say my 

most groundbreaking high line is when 

I opened the style of BASE lining in 

2006 at Hell Roaring Canyon near 

Moab, UT.     

  

5.10: Why Five Ten?  

DP: Actually, my first pair of climbing 

shoes were Five Ten high-tops.  They 

blew my mind at what I could stand 

on.  My next pair were slippers, and I 

remember I could easily climb things 

that were impossible moments before.    

   

Of course I tried other shoe brands, but 

could never perform in them as well as 

with Five Tens.  Shoes are an important 

piece of gear in general but definitely 

when your free soloing without a 

rope.   Without Five Ten shoes I am 

sure that I would not have been able to 

climb many of the routes that I‘ve done.   

Being a free soloist, Five Ten shoes are 

my most important piece of gear. The 

sticky Stealth rubber allows me to feel 

the rock and be confident on footholds 

while ropeless.

  

5.10: What’s your favorite 5.10 shoe?

DP: I love the Anasazi Pink Lace-

Up, the Anasazi Blue Velcro, and 

the Moccasym. I also love the Guide 

Tennie. This design allows me to use 

the same shoe for approach as I do for 

moderate free solos and BASE-jumps. 

This shoe gets more mileage than any 

other shoe I’ve ever worn.    

   

5.10: Your favorite Stealth rubber is...?    

DP: I love C4. It sticks to the Yosemite 

granite and most every other kind of 

rock better than anything else. My 

whole style of climbing revolves around 

the characteristics and performance 

of Stealth. It allows me the confidence 

to free solo at my limit or climb all day 

long on free enchainments or speed 

climbs and never slip.    

  

5.10: Has the climbing world and 

sponsorship changed in the past three 

decades?    

DP: I’ve always looked at being a 

sponsored athlete the same way 

throughout my career. I focus on my art 

and let the business side of things take 

care of itself. When I signed with Five 

Ten, I was so inspired that the most 

core company in the outdoor industry 

wanted to align with me. Now I still feel 

the same way.    

      

5.10: What are you doing now?   

DP: I am pursuing my three arts as 

passionately as ever. At this moment 

I am pioneering new ways to climb, 

fly, and walk lines as well as the 

hybridization of them all. I am always 

trying to problem-solve with my mind, 

more so than with brute strength. I’m 

obsessing on ultimate free solos, hard 

free climbs, massive highline spans, 

and the longest wingsuit flights in the 

world. Also, I’m trying to understand 

my methodology of being safe so that 

I can keep doing what I love forever. 

And, I’m still slowly getting nearer to 

my ultimate goal of safely flying and 

landing the human form upon the earth 

without the use of a parachute.     

  

5.10: Any advice for young athletes?   

DP: Be careful and focus on long-term 

growth. Follow your passion. Don’t get 

wrapped up in the business of it all. 

If you perform your art at the highest 

level, business takes care of itself.    

   

5.10: You’ve been living the life for a 

long time. Is it still satisfying?    

DP: I’m definitely changing in many 

ways as I get older but I am still 

completely satisfied with my outdoor 

lifestyle and hope to live a life filled with 

adventure until I am a very old man. It’s 

my desire to prove that this sort of life 

can be lived for a person’s entire, long 

existence and be done safely. Gradual 

progress and breakthrough learning can 

bring any dream to reality.    

 

5.10: It seems like so much of what TV 

and print is focused on is pre-packaged 

adventure. Is exploration still possible? 

DP: For many the outdoor world has 

changed. For me it has not. I focus on 

my arts; the media, sponsors, and the 

mainstream can take it or leave it.

  

  

Word of Dean Potter’s fatal wingsuit 

accident in Yosemite arrived as 

our catalog was going to press. We 

thought long and hard about how 

to handle this interview. Should we 

pull it, edit it, or print it? As a tribute 

to Dean, we decided to leave the 

interview, in its entirety. Dean was a 

friend to us at Five Ten for nearly 20 

years. He trusted us with his thoughts 

-- he trusted our commitment to him. 

We miss him terribly.

The Five Ten family, May 2015 
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7

Thomas and Alex Huber have done a lot of climbing. With their history of record-breaking speed ascents in Yosemite, 

daring solos, and standard-setting alpine link-ups, they have a pretty good idea of how climbing shoes perform. And they 

love Stealth® rubber. When they asked if they could help design a shoe, our answer was a big YES! We started with our 

tried-n-true Quantum. They tweaked the last (it’s wider at the ball), improved the upper (a soft, flexible lined-Clarino and 

perforated tongue), stiffened up the midsole, and even improved the lacing and pull tabs. After more than a year in R & D, 

the new Quantum, is, as Thomas Huber attests, “a new dimension in performance.”

5246 BLUE

QUANTUM
FEATURES:

Stealth® C4 soles

Clarino synthetic upper

Stiff and supportive midsole

Asymmetric last

GOOD FOR:

High-end versatile performance, technical 

trad and sport climbing.

Weight (ea.) 235g/ 8.29oz | Men’s size 9

U.S. Sizing       (M) 5-13 

U.K. Sizing (M) 4-12

    “In nature, on the rock, you must always 
compromise and come up with solutions. But you 

shouldn’t compromise on your climbing shoe. After 
much testing, continuously challenging and tweaking 
features, we developed a shoe that can truly be rated 
as high performance, with an athletic fit and the best 
friction. This shoes will be an integral part of your 
climbing performance. I am proud to be part of the 

development of the Quantum.”

–Thomas Huber

C4

NEW
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CLIMBING |

AGGRESSIVE

These shoes have downturned 

toes that let your feet grip and pull 

onto holds. Primarily designed 

for overhanging rock and steep 

plastic, this style of shoe has the 

most aggressive heel tension and 

an asymmetric shape for added toe 

power and precision.

CLIMBING |  AGGRESSIVE

5110 NEON GREEN/ CHARCOAL

TEAM VXI

Weight (ea.) (Size 9) 5.10oz/145g ea. | Men’s Size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 5-13

U.K. Sizing (M) 4-12

GOOD FOR: Overhanging routes where you pull with your feet as much as your hands. 

Glove-like sensitivity for toe hooking and smearing.

5.10’s Mi6 rubber provides exceptional sensitivity and a glove-like fit, improving your 

smearing technique and giving you a prehensile ability to grab holds with your toes.  

The fishhook mid-sole delivers edging power to this soft, slipper-style shoe. The unique 

Team VXi is the lightest climbing shoe available today. 

FEATURES: Stealth® Mi6 rubber soles, soft and sensitive midsole, fishhook stiffener 

under the toe and ball of the foot for added edging power, a premium synthetic Clarino 

upper, lightweight elastic and Velcro® closure.
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Weight (ea.) 7.09oz/ 201g | Men’s Size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 2-13

U.K. Sizing (M) 1-12

FEATURES: Stealth® HF rubber, 

extended toe rand, synthetic upper. 

GOOD FOR: Winning World Cups, 

topping out on boulders, steep sport 

climbs, and training. Precise hooking. 

5001 TEAM BLACK

TEAM 5.10®

Hf

Weight (ea.) 7.09oz/201g | Men’s Size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 2-14, 15

U.K. Sizing (M) 1-13, 14

FEATURES: Stealth® OnyXX  rubber, 

medium stiffness midsole, synthetic 

upper, and Velcro closure.

GOOD FOR: Steep projects, boulders, 

and World Cup podiums. Edging. 

5013 ORANGE CRUSH

ARROWHEAD

XX

5002 DRAON RED

DRAGON

Hf

Weight (ea.) 7oz/ 200g | Men’s Size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 2-13

U.K. Sizing (M) 1-12

KEY FEATURES: Stealth® HF rubber, 

synthetic upper, medium stiffness, and 

lace closure.

GOOD FOR: Pulling in on overhanging 

rock and throwing heel hooks. Our 

Elite Team calls this “the ultimate” 

bouldering shoe.

5004 BLUE/ ORANGE

BLACKWING
5003 PINK/ BLUE

GOOD FOR: Overhanging rock, hard sends, and bouldering. This is one of our most 

popular and versatile downturned shoes.

FEATURES: Stealth® HF rubber, medium stiff midsole, synthetic upper, down- 

turned toe, and Velcro® closure.

Weight (ea.) 7.7oz/ 218g | Men’s Size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 4-13

U.K. Sizing (M) 3-12

Weight (ea.) 6.2oz/ 175g | Women’s Size 7

U.S. Sizing (W) 4-11

U.K. Sizing (W) 1.5-8.5

Hf Hf

FEATURES: Stealth® C4 rubber soles, downturned toe, unlined leather upper, stiff 

midsole, and Velcro closure.

GOOD FOR: When you need the perfect balance of comfort and performance in 

a downturned shoe.  The shoe is ideal for small edges, barely-there smears, heel 

hooks, and pockets.

5176 TURQUOISE/ GREY

HIANGLE
5186 PINK/ YELLOW

Weight (ea.) 7.76oz/220g | Men’s Size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 5-13

U.K. Sizing (M) 4-12

C4
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Weight (ea.) 6.4oz/184g | Women’s size 7

U.S. Sizing (W) 4-11

U.K. Sizing (W) 1.5-8.5

C4
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CLIMBING |

MODERATE

With their slightly downturned 

toes and medium heel tension, 

the models in this line are ideal 

for technical single and multiple 

pitch climbs where you need 

performance, move after move. 

The shape is gently asymmetric 

for ramped up toe power without 

compromising comfort.

13

5241 GREY

VERDON VCS

GOOD FOR: Precision edging, steep pocketed faces.

This asymmetric climbing shoe is designed for superior edging with out-of-the-box 

comfort. We accomplish this with a molded thermoplastic midsole to fill in the dead 

space created by the foot’s natural curves. Not only is the fit more precise, but the 

shoe has added comfort thanks to a breathable, perforated tongue and leather upper 

that’s lined with Clarino, a premium synthetic material that doesn’t pill.   

FEATURES: Stealth® C4 rubber, stiff thermoplastic EVA midsole, with Velcro® or lace 

closure options.

Weight (ea.) 9.5oz/270g | Men’s Size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 5-13

U.K. Sizing (M) 4-12

C4
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5202 PEACOCK BLUE

VERDON LACE-UP

NEW NEW
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Weight (ea.) 6.2oz/ 176g  | Women’s size 7

U.S. Sizing (W) 4-12

U.K. Sizing (W) 1.5-8.5

FEATURES: Stealth® C4 rubber, lined 

synthetic upper, low-volume heel and 

forefoot, and dual Velcro closure straps.

GOOD FOR: Females and climbers with 

narrow feet (LV stands for Low Volume). 

Long, hard multi-pitches, single-pitch 

sport routes that require edging and 

precision footwork, and gym climbing. Weight (ea.) 8.9oz/253g  | Men’s Size 9 

U.S. Sizing (M) 2-14, 15

U.K. Sizing (M) 1-13, 14

FEATURES: Stealth® C4 rubber, unlined 

leather upper, and a glove-like fit.

GOOD FOR: Training, cracks, pockets, 

gyms, and long multi-pitch climbs. The 

low-profile toe slips into thin cracks and 

small pockets.

5012 RED

ANASAZI MOCCASYM

C4

5106 THE PINK

ANASAZI LACE-UP

Weight (ea.) 8.6oz/258g  | Men’s Size 9  

U.S. Sizing (M) 2-13, 14, 15

U.K. Sizing (M) 1-12, 13 ,14

FEATURES: Stealth® C4 rubber, lined 

synthetic Cordura upper, and ankle-to-

toe lacing for a one-of-a-kind fit.  

GOOD FOR: Sending routes from 5.10 

to 5.15. Everything from edges and 

smears to crack and Bombay chimneys.

C4
C4

C4

Weight (ea.) 9.1oz/258g | Men’s Size 9 

U.S. Sizing (M) 2-13, 14, 15

U.K. Sizing (M) 1-12, 13, 14

Weight (ea.) 8oz/226g | Men’s Size 9  

U.S. Sizing (M) 2-13, 14, 15

U.K. Sizing (M) 1-12, 13, 14

C4

FEATURES: Stealth® C4 rubber, supportive midsole, and a synthetic upper, with a 

moisture-wicking terrycloth lining.

GOOD FOR: Firing endless pitches in comfort for long days outdoors or mega-sessions 

at the gym.

5014 RED ROCK/ BLACK

STONELANDS VCS
5016 WHITE SANDS/ BLACK

STONELANDS LACE-UP
5010 TEAL

ANASAZI LV

5009 BLUE PETROGLYPH

Weight (ea.) 8.5oz/242g  | Men’s Size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 2-13, 14, 15

U.K. Sizing (M) 1-12, 13, 14

5008 GOLDEN TAN

ANASAZI VCS

FEATURES: Stiff midsole, lined synthetic upper, and Velcro closure.

GOOD FOR: Reliable performance in  all conditions. Multi-pitch sport climbs, dicey 

boulder problems, and technical redpoints.
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Leather Synthetic
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5277 
SCARLET

5249 
SEMI-SOLAR GOLD

This affordable shoe has a breathable, unlined leather upper that molds to the 

foot for a custom fit. We designed the shoe for beginners, intermediates, and even 

experts who want to knock off multiple pitches in comfort. The stiff sole adds 

support and structure for extra protection from cracks and excellent edging ability.

GOOD FOR: Climbers who want a comfortable, well-performing shoe for gym 

training and outdoor routes. This shoe offers all-day comfort and technical 

performance at an excellent price.

STONEMASTER

FEATURES:

Stealth® C4 soles

Unlined leather forefoot

Stiff and supportive midsole

All-Day™ heel tension

Velcro closure

Single-piece molded outsole with extra-thick toe rand

Weight (ea.) 248g/ 8.75oz | Men’s Size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 2-13, 14, 15

U.K. Sizing (M) 1-12, 13, 14

C4

NEW



PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT |  STONEMASTER RENTAL PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT |  STONEMASTER RENTAL 

We set out to make the most durable, comfortable performance rental shoe 

available. Meet the Stonemaster, designed to serve the demands of climbing gyms.

GOOD FOR:  Rental fleets that need an affordable and dependable climbing shoe 

with a great fit and excellent durability. The shoe has the same last and fit as our 

new Stonemaster, and comes in three colorways (with exterior size icons for easy 

fitting). 

STONEMASTER
RENTAL

FEATURES: 

Non-marking ultra-durable Stealth® Marathon rubber soles

Single-piece delam-proof molded outsole with an extra-thick toe rand for additional durability

Washable canvas upper

Easy-on, easy-off Velcro® closure system

Supportive midsole

Exterior sizing label for quick selection

Weight (ea.) 248g/ 8.75oz | Men’s Size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 2-13, 14, 15

U.K. Sizing (M) 1-13, 14

Mn

5283 
BLUE

5284 
YELLOW

5276 
SCARLET

NEW
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CLIMBING |  NEUTRAL CLIMBING |  NEUTRAL
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C4

Weight (ea.) 5.6oz/160g | Women’s Size 7

U.S. Sizing (W) 4-11

U.K. Sizing (W) 1.5-8.5

Weight (ea.) 6.6oz/187g | Women’s Size 7

U.S. Sizing (W) 4-11

U.K. Sizing (W) 1.5-8.5

5102 NEON BLUE/CHARCOAL

ROGUE VCS

Built on our Anasazi last, the Rogue VCS has a premium leather upper that conforms 

to your foot. This comfortable climbing shoe is designed for gym-to-rock performance 

and features our Comfort Range Slingshot and Active Arch Technology. 

FEATURES:  Stealth® C4 rubber, unlined leather upper, relaxed slingshot rand, and 

dual Velcro® straps.

GOOD FOR: Convenient on-and-off, novices, intermediates, and anyone who likes 

comfort in a shoe that easily makes the transition from gym to crag.

CLIMBING | NEUTRAL

These shoes fit like a snug sneaker 

(but climb much better, of course!). 

They are ideal for beginners and 

more experienced climbers who 

want dependable comfort for 

cracks or multi-pitch trad routes 

where footwork matters. The toe 

boxes are slightly rounded.

5098 NEON GREEN/ CHARCOAL

ROGUE LACE-UP

FEATURES: Stealth® C4 rubber, unlined leather upper, relaxed slingshot rand, and 

ankle-to-toe lacing.

5175 ZINNIA

GOOD FOR: Thrifty climbers, novices, intermediates, and anyone who likes comfort 

in a shoe that easily makes the transition from gym to crag.

C4

Weight (ea.) 7.9oz/223g | Men’s Size 9 

U.S. Sizing (M) 2-14, 15

U.K. Sizing (M) 1-13, 14
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5099 PURPLE/CHARCOAL

Weight (ea.) 7oz/199g | Men’s Size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 2-14, 15

U.K. Sizing (M) 1-13, 14
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5113 HERO BROWN

ANASAZI GUIDE

Weight (ea.) 10oz/283g | Men’s size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 5-13, 14

U.K. Sizing (M) 4-12, 13

FEATURES: Stealth® C4 rubber, 

extended toe lacing for a custom fit, stiff 

outsole, and lined leather upper.

GOOD FOR: Steady progress up big 

mountains and multi-pitch faces. All-day 

comfort with easy ankle-to-toe lace 

adjustability.

C4

5018 MERLOT

SIREN

Weight (ea.) 6.8oz/193g | Women’s size 7

U.S. Sizing (W) 4-11

U.K. Sizing (W) 1.5-8.5

FEATURES: Stealth® OnyXX rubber, 

lined, synthetic upper, all-day comfort 

fit, and perforated panels for enhanced 

breathability.

GOOD FOR: Female climbers who want 

dependable, all-around performance on 

everything from face climbs to cracks to 

indoor bouldering.

XX

FEATURES: Stealth® S1 soles for 

friction plus durability, breathable 

unlined leather upper, Velcro® closure. 

A design made for small feet with just 

the right flex for edging and smearing 

without sacrificing comfort and stability.

5021 RED/ YELLOW

MINI MOCC

Weight (ea.) 3.5 oz/ 100g ea. | Youth size 12

U.S. Sizing (K) 11-13, 1-3

U.K. Sizing (K) 10-13, 1-2

GOOD FOR: Keeping kids active.
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Passion is what drives Mike Libecki. As he often says, “Pursue passion––why ration 

passion? Dream big and climb those dreams. The time is now. No Excuses. Death and/or 

old age is coming, we must live sweet. After all, it is not only life, but the quality of this life.” 

 

Libecki’s favorite passions involve his obsession/addiction to exploring the most remote, 

exotic, and untouched locations on the planet—To climb big walls, towers, or alpine first 

ascents, traverses, and other uncharted adventures. He’s equally passionate about being 

a dedicated father to his daughter (he has won Father of the Year Award more than once). 

Voted National Geographic Adventurer of the Year 2013, Libecki has planned and 

succeeded on 60 expeditions and established multiple first ascents in numerous exotic 

spots across the globe. Half of these have been solo expeditions and solo first ascents. 

His goal is to complete 100 expeditions by the time he reaches the age of 100.  

 

When Mike is not climbing and exploring untouched Earth, he is a full-time father; he 

coached his daughter’s soccer team for five years, volunteers at her school, and recently 

took the 11-year-old on her first expedition to Antarctica--the sixth continent she’s visited, 

and the 11th country. With his support, she hopes to reach all seven continents by 12.

 

MIKE LIBECKI
AN INTERVIEW WITH

“He’s a living embodiment of adventure, and he’s the most wild, 
positive, and out-there climber living today.”

— Climbing Editor/ Shannon Davis

By Amy Jurries
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27 285.10: When did Five Ten first come across your radar? 

ML: Gosh, that was a LONG time ago! It was around 1993-1996 

when I lived in Yosemite. I re-soled my Boreal Aces (remember 

those!) with Stealth and that was a huge turning point for me. I 

realized that the stickiest rubber in the world not only offered a 

huge mathematical difference for climbing harder, but also with 

safety. I ended up resoling all my shoes, including my approach 

shoes, with Stealth. 

I have since taken Five Ten on all of my expeditions, all my first 

ascents. From my front door to the most difficult approaches, 

climbs, and descents.

5.10: What was the climbing world like when you first signed with 

Five Ten? 

ML: It was just before the internet age of climbing/everything. It 

seemed like it was the beginning of a big wave of climbers really 

seeking out big first ascents all over the world. At the time, I used 

to follow Peter Croft around Yosemite. He is my true hero in the 

climbing world. The mid-90s, for me, was all about the discovery 

of taking everything I learned in Yosemite, free trad climbing 

and aid climbing, and applying those skills and experiences to 

unknown, remote first ascents all over the world. 

 

5.10: What is your favorite Five Ten shoe? 

ML: Anasazis and Æscents, along with the Cerro Torre--basically 

an Æscent with a gaiter and Thinsulate for climbs that are cold or 

jungle or immaculate mayhem. Also, Guide Tennies of course.

5.10: Tell us a story or two about a specific climb where Five Ten 

and Stealth made a difference.

ML: A recent one was up in Baffin Island. It was my sixth 

expedition there, but this time I took a big wall virgin; he had 

never climbed a wall before, ever. I led all the pitches, so it was 

almost like guiding a first ascent big wall in the frozen arctic. We 

were on a summit push, about 20 hours into it, and it started 

snowing furiously--the wall was plastered with ice and snow. 

About an hour later, the sun came out and started melting 

everything--the wall was now soaked. The last pitch required 

some runout face climbing. Thanks to the magic, magnetic-like 

Stealth, I could climb with confidence through the wet mayhem. 

5.10:What are your top three “5.10 moments”?

ML: A fun day of climbing classics at the Cookie Cliff in 

Yosemite, except it was a special theme that day: Climbing 

naked! All I had on were my Five Ten climbing shoes and 

harness, and nothing else! 

The first ascent of Bertha’s Tower in Queen Maud Land, 

Antarctica--a beautiful 2000+ foot tower that took us 10 days to 

climb. Usually in subzero temperatures,

Some of the steepest slab approaches in Greenland for the first 

ascent of Discovery Wall.  Literally, without Five Ten rubber, we 

would have had to fix ropes.
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“Five Ten® shoes are my safety and performance tools—
I guess I would call them my guardian angels.”

–Mike Libecki
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Five Ten® has led the approach shoe category for three decades; now we’ve upped 

the ante with the new Access, a blend of hiking shoe performance and support built 

with ultra-durable, lightweight running shoe materials. This modern Five Ten®nie is 

a lightweight approach shoe that can “go anywhere and do anything™.”

GOOD FOR: Approaches, hiking, travel, casual wear.  The leather version has a toe 

cap for extra protection; the model with the mesh upper is ideal for warm weather.

ACCESS

FEATURES: 

Stealth® S1 soles

Leather and synthetic mesh upper options available

Lightweight

Climbing Zone™ for durability and technical edging and smearing performance

High Energy Return midsole for added shock absorption and cushioning

rubberized exoskeleton lacing system for added torsional support

Weight (ea.) 335g/ 11.82oz | Men’s size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 5-13

U.K. Sizing (M) 4-12

Stealth® S1 offers great combination of 

friction, durability, and cushioning.

Climbing Zone™ for durability and 

technical edging and smearing 

performance.

S1 

ACCESS

5236 
GREY

5237
SOLAR BLUE

5234
CARBON

5236
BASE GREEN

5235
TAN

NEW



CLIMBING |  AGGRESSIVE

OUTDOOR | HIKING

Trekkers world-wide swear by Five 

Ten®’s performance hiking shoes. 

These comfortable and durable 

shoes feature the best combination 

of traction, cushion and durability 

of any footwear available. If you’re 

walking a local loop, or have 

bigger, multi-day goals, these 

shoes are for you. And, we’ve 

partnered with GORE-TEX® to 

combine our award-winning 

designs with the most trusted 

waterproof-breathable technology 

available.  

32

OUTDOOR |  HIKING OUTDOOR |  HIKING

Weight (ea.) 18.1oz/514g  | Men’s size 9 

U.S. Sizing (M) 6-14, 15

U.K. Sizing (M) 5-13, 14

FEATURES: Stealth® S1 rubber outsole with increased lug height, GORE-TEX® 

waterproof-breathable liner, with reduced seams, compression-molded EVA midsole, 

Ortholite sock liner, and fast-lace closure with locking eye stays.

The Camp 4, with its super-sticky Stealth® S1 outsoles, gives you the confidence 

necessary for the steepest and most technical approaches. When the skies open up 

and you face wet, slick terrain, trust not only the Stealth® rubber to keep your feet 

firmly on the ground, but also the GORE-TEX® waterproof-breathable liner to keep 

them comfortable and dry.

GOOD FOR: Climbing approaches, scrambling, and day hiking in rough and wet terrain.

5187 BLACK/ RED

CAMP FOUR GTX | LEATHER MID

31

ALSO AVAILABLE:

5224 BLACK/ RED

DWR-TREATED 
CORDURA

DWR-TREATED 
CORDURA

5203 BLACK/ RED

S1

Optimal height for better mud release  
 
Slingshot heel cage construction for stability

Durable and sticky Stealth® S1 rubber outsoles 

CAMP FOUR
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OUTDOOR |  HIKING OUTDOOR |  HIKING

3433
Weight (ea.) 15.9oz/450g | Men’s size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 4-13

U.K. Sizing (M) 3-12

FEATURES: Stealth® S1 rubber outsole with increased lug height for better ground 

penetration and mud release, compression-molded EVA midsole, nubuck upper with 

reduced seams, Ortholite sock liner, and fast lace closure with locking eye stays.

GOOD FOR: Multi-day trips or long approaches, extra support for carrying a heavy pack.

5168 BROWN/ YELLOW

CAMP FOUR MID

S1

ALSO AVAILABLE:

5166 CITRON/ MARINE

5165 BLACK/ SOLID GREY

ALSO AVAILABLE:

5162 BLACK/ KHAKI

5163 CITRON/ MARINE

5167 BROWN/ MINT

5164 BROWN/ YELLOW

CAMP FOUR

Weight (ea.) 14.6oz/414g  | Men’s size 9 

U.S. Sizing (W) 5-11 (M) 4-13

U.K. Sizing (W) 2.5-8.5 (M) 3-12

S1

FEATURES: Stealth® S1 rubber outsole with increased lug height for better ground 

penetration and mud release, compression-molded EVA midsole, nubuck leather upper 

with reduced seams, Ortholite sock liner, and fast lace closure with locking eye stays.

GOOD FOR: Climbing approaches, scrambling, and day hikes in rough terrain.
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OUTDOOR |  APPROACHOUTDOOR |  APPROACH

FEATURES: Stealth® C4 rubber outsole, technical toe for precision edging power, 

GORE-TEX® waterproof-breathable liner, ergonomic last with athletic-fitting heel and 

form-fitting shape, compression-molded EVA midsole, DWR-treated nubuck leather 

upper, mid-level ankle support, and lace closure.

A mid-cut, GORE-TEX® waterproof-breathable version of the popular Guide Tennie, 

the most-trusted approach shoe in history.

5204 BLACK/ RED

GUIDE TENNIE MID | GTX

GOOD FOR: Multi-day trips or long approaches with heavy loads, and hikes in wet 

and rough conditions.

Weight (ea.) 17.6oz/498g | Men’s size 9 

U.S. Sizing (M) 4-12, 13, 14

U.K. Sizing (M) 3-11, 12, 13

OUTDOOR | 

APPROACH

Five Ten® has provided solutions 
for outdoor activities for three 
decades. We invented the approach 
shoe category with our first 
Five Tennie. Basically, it was 
a lightweight leather sneaker 
with high-friction, climbing-quality 
Stealth® rubber soles. Before, 
people used everything from slick-
soled tennis shoes to clunky leather 
hiking boots. But neither spoke to 
our market—people who wanted to 
move quickly over rough terrain with 
slip-free traction. Now our approach 
shoes are the trusted footwear for 
anyone who wants to move fast 
and light in the mountains with a 
high level of sure-footed safety, 
comfort, and performance.

5207 BASE GREEN

5124 CA SUN

5139 BLACK ASPHALT

5179 CARIBBEAN SEA

ALSO AVAILABLE WITHOUT GORE-TEX®:

C4

Dotty™ tread outsole

C4 rubber for high friction on all types 
of rock surfaces 

Climbing zone toecap

Great for all terrain and all conditions

GUIDE TENNIE
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OUTDOOR |  APPROACHOUTDOOR |  APPROACH

5177 DARK GREY/ CITRON

ÆSCENT 

Weight (ea.) 12.4oz/353g | Men’s size 9 

U.S. Sizing (M) 7-12, 13

U.K. Sizing (M) 6-11, 12

FEATURES: Stealth® Mi6 rubber outsole, two-piece compression-molded EVA mid-

sole, split grain mesh upper, heel pull loop for easy on and off, and lace closure.

GOOD FOR: Your one-shoe solution: hiking, biking, scrambling.

ALSO AVAILABLE:

5160 MONOTONE BLUE/ GREY

5159 BLACK ASPHALT 5138 CHARCOAL/ IRIS

5208 BASE GREEN 5178 CARIBBEAN SEA

ALSO AVAILABLE:

FEATURES: Stealth® C4 outsole, technical toe for precision edging power, ergonomic 

last with athletic fitting heel and form-fitting shape, nubuck leather upper, sandwich 

mesh lining, compression-molded EVA midsole, mid-level ankle support for stability 

under heavy loads, and lace closure.

Weight (ea.) 14.1oz/399g | Men’s size 9

U.S. Sizing (W) 5-11 (M) 4-12, 13, 14

U.K. Sizing (W) 2.5-8.5 (M) 3-11, 12, 13

GOOD FOR: Hiking, scrambling, approaches, and aid climbing.

C4

5122 CA SUN

GUIDE TENNIE

Super soft, high friction Mi6 rubber outsoles 
offering unbeatable cushioning

All-day traction and comfort

ÆSCENT



PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT |  EDDY PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT |  EDDY

Weight (ea.) 7.54oz/214g | Men’s size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 5-13

U.K. Sizing (M) 4-12

Five Ten® created it’s first self-draining water shoe in 1994. The Water Tennie (and 

later the Nemo) quickly became cult favorites for paddlers and raft guides around 

the world. We are proud to introduce the new Eddy, our solution for water sports. 

The sleek profile is designed to fit into small play boats and our grippy Stealth® 

Phantom rubber won’t scuff your kayak, SUP, or deck.

GOOD FOR: Stand-Up Paddling, Kayaking, Rafting, Fishing, Canyoneering, Beach 

Blanket Bingo.

EDDY

FEATURES: 

Rear drainage ports on outsole

Hydrophobic synthetic mesh upper

Secure lace stays keep the shoe’s low profile sleek and eliminate chances of catching or 

snagging

Ph

Toe protection against sharp rocks and 

objects under water

Non-marking Stealth® Phantom rubber

Climbing Zone

EDDY

5240 
BLUE

5239
BLACK

NEW
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OUTDOOR |  WATEROUTDOOR |  WATER

FEATURES: Stealth® Phantom rubber outsole for superb underwater traction, 

compression-molded EVA midsole, fast-drying neoprene/mesh uppers with built-in 

drainage system and barrel lacing closure. 

GOOD FOR: Paddling, fishing, stand-up paddle boarding, canyoneering, and 

adventure racing.

Weight (ea.) 12.2oz/345g | Men’s size 9 

U.S. Sizing (M) 7-13, 14, 15

U.K. Sizing (M) 6-12, 13, 14

5081 BLACK

WATER TENNIE
5136 OCEAN DEPTHS

WATER TENNIE

5205 YELLOW

CANYONEER 3

Weight (ea.) 15.6oz/443g | Men’s size 9 

U.S. Sizing (M) 6-14, 15

U.K. Sizing (M) 5-13, 14

FEATURES: Stealth® S1 rubber outsole with increased lug height for better ground 

penetration and mud release, compression-molded EVA midsole, flexible ankle cuff, 

mesh upper with interlocking welded rubber rands to eliminate delamination, and 

asymmetric fast lace system with mesh lace security pocket.

In canyoneering, where conditions quickly segue from dry to wet and back again, 

the Canyoneers have become the gold standard. With Stealth® S1 outsoles, the 

Canyoneer 3 retains the burly protection and excellent stability of its predecessor, but 

adds an increased lug height for improved penetration on soft ground and easier mud 

release. We’ve also added welded rubber rands that interlock with the mesh upper to 

eliminate any chance of delamination and an asymmetric fast lace system for single-

handed adjustability in cold, wet conditions.

GOOD FOR: Canyoneering. 

OUTDOOR |

WATER

Five Ten® developed its first water 

shoe in the early 1990s and has 

been the favorite of water sports 

enthusiasts ever since. Five Ten® 

water shoes provide stability in 

dicey situations, keeping you on 

your feet in wet, slick conditions.

S1

Increased lug height for better mud release

Slingshot heel cage construction for stability

Stealth® S1 rubber outsole sticks to every surface, wet or dry —
and is both sticky and durable.

CANYONEER

Stealth® Phantom outsole for superb traction on 
wet rock.

Extended rubber toe- and heelcap for protection 
against rocks, sticks, and other sharp objects.

WATER TENNIE
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SAM HILL SAM HILL

A recitation of the many titles that cyclist Sam Hill has won in his career—two-time 

Junior UCI World Champion, three-time Elite UCI World Champion, two-time winner of 

the Overall UCI World Cup title, and winner of the Red Bull Ride freeride comp--does 

a good job of articulating what a formidable force he’s become on the downhill circuit. 

But it does little to illustrate the unquantifiable magic of how he races.

 

Indeed, his reliance on flats typifies his pure, almost-childlike appreciation for the 

sport—fitting considering he started mountain biking at the age of two in his home in 

Western Australia. Soon thereafter, he burst onto the downhill scene in 2002, winning the 

Under 19 Australian Championships, and was crowned Junior Downhill World Champi-

on later that year. He’s been a fixture on the podium—and in seminal documents of the 

sport like the 2010 film Follow Me—ever since. Throughout it all, gravity has been his 

friend. He excels on terrain that’s steep, technical, wet, and intimidating. As you watch 

him conquer the trail, it suddenly seems like the only sane option. 

 

 “From the first time I saw Sam as a youngster to now, more than ten years later, he’s 

always been on flat pedals,” says his long-time mechanic Jacy Shumilak. “Whether it’s 

riding DH, going for a three-hour XC mission, or hitting up the road bike for some addi-

tional training, it’s flat pedals all the time and every time. 

SAM HILL
AN INTERVIEW WITH
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    “I don’t think you can ride downhill competitively at this level 
on flat pedals without having a Five Ten shoe.”

— Sam Hill

By Nathan Borchelt and Fraser Britton



5.10: Sam, when did you first hear about Five Ten? 

SH: Back in the day I heard about Intense shoes, and I guess 

Five Ten made them for  Intense.  I heard some people were 

riding them for downhill just by being around the races and I 

had some support from Intense back in 2002 and that’s when 

I first got a set. 

5.10: What made you first choose Five Ten over other brands? 

SH: Five Ten has just always been the best shoes you can get 

for riding flat pedals. It’s just what I’ve been on for most of my 

career and they are leaps and bounds above any of the other 

choices.  They are really an obvious choice. They’re the best 

shoe you can get for riding on flat pedals. 

 

5.10: How important is shoe choice when you’re racing down-

hill? 

SH: Shoe choice is massive for flat pedals. It’s pretty sketchy 

if you haven’t got the grip to stay on there, you just end up 

smashing your shins a lot and crashing all over the show. You 

need a good solid grippy shoe. I don’t really think you can 

ride downhill competitively at this level on flat pedals without 

having a Five Ten shoe.

5.10: What is your favorite shoe choice and why? 

SH: My favorite shoe obviously has to be the Five Ten Sam Hill 

Signature Impact shoe. My favorite rubber is the S1 rubber as 

I feel it gives me the best grip on the pedal. I’ve been racing 

on that rubber since 2002 and it gives me the feel of my pedal 

that  I’m looking for when I’m riding.

5.10: Did Five Ten and Stealth rubber help you return

to the podium?

SH: Flats really suit my riding style and the Stealth rubber just 

helps me stay on the pedals.  There has been lots of races 

where it’s helped me get on the podium because it’s been wet 

and slippery and I can attack the track a little bit more and let 

it hang out.  On my Impacts I know that the grip is going to be 

there when I need it. 

5.10: When has Five Ten made the most difference in a race? 

SH: I’ve had quite a few races where it’s been dry all week, 

and then poured down rain for the race run like Champery in 

2007. I crashed and still managed to end up in second place.  

I was 14 seconds faster than anybody else in qualifying and 

that track was just steep and off camber with no berms. I was 

able to slide around and get wild and know the grip was there 

when I needed it. Other riders [who normally ride clipped-in] 

were freaking out trying to get flat pedals and shoes and I just 

rode my race.  

 

You can definitely get a bit more wild with flats on and that’s 

where shoes get important.  Winning Schladming, Austria, in 

the pouring rain is another good example of where my Five 

Tens were really important, definitely a highlight. That  same 

year we raced in Pila, Italy, and it snowed and I didn’t really 

have to worry about much.
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SAM HILL SAM HILL
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1 2PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT | BIKE PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT | BIKE

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT |  SAM HILLPRODUCT HIGHLIGHT |  SAM HILL

SAM HILL

5243
HILL STREAK

NEW

This is the shoe of champions, and the leading weapon in Sam Hill’s arsenal—

aa flat-pedal shoe that delivers the performance and control of a clip-in without any 

of the drawbacks. The Stealth® S1 outsole bites into the pedal pegs, making you one 

with the bike, while the PU midsole delivers the perfect mix of flex and stiffness. Fast-

drying synthetic fabrics means you can attack the sloppiest of trails and the shoe will 

be ready to ride the next day, plus the waterproof insole extends the life of the shoe 

by not absorbing any moisture.

GOOD FOR: Crowding out the podium, slaying the terrain regardless of the conditions, 

hours-long comfort, and pristine control without being clipped into the pedals.

Outsole set the standard for flat pedal shoes in 
bike industry 

Truly legendary–a race standard in DH and 
Freeride mountainbike  

S1 for durability and high friction 

IMPACT

Weight (ea.) 20.2oz/573g  | Men’s size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 5-13, 14

U.K. Sizing (M) 4-12, 13

FEATURES:

Faster drying synthetics

PU midsole

S1 outsole

Stitched toe on outsole

Waterproof polypropylene insole board for increased longevity
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ALL MOUNTAIN |  CLIPLESSALL MOUNTAIN |  CLIPLESS

ALL MOUNTAIN 

| CLIPLESS

These shoes are tailor-made for 

people who are just as happy 

going up as they are bombing 

down a trail.  Mountain bikers have 

a special vibe--the word “epic” 

is common, bike weights play a 

significant role, and good-natured, 

post-ride bragging comes with the 

territory.  All mountain riders know 

no bounds....

Weight (ea.) 14.2oz/403g | Men’s size 9  

U.S. Sizing (M) 5-13, 14

U.K. Sizing (M) 4-12, 13

GOOD FOR: Designed for daylong rides, it suits both the enduro cyclist--and pretty 

much anyone else who understands the high-octane glory that is riding a mountain bike.

FEATURES: Clipless, dual-compound Stealth® Mi6/C4 outsole, stiff carbon-infused 

shank, compression EVA midsole, non-slip heel cup to reduce torsional flex, a 

weather-resistant synthetic toe, breathable mesh tongue and upper, and a BOA 

closure system.

5211 TEAM BLACK

KESTREL

The lightweight Kestrel is an innovative enduro/all-mountain bike shoe with BOA 

lacing. The pedal-friendly shoe has a unique outsole and cleat interface that’s 

designed to fit a variety of pedals—from small-platform eggbeaters to larger-platform 

DH pedals. Our proprietary dual-density Stealth® Mi6/C4 rubber outsole absorbs 

impact, and provides excellent durability and traction. A stiff shank and dual-

compound outsole maximize pedal efficiency without sacrificing hiking comfort. The 

BOA closure provides a customized fit with the easy turn of a dial. We used only 

hydrophobic materials with minimal water intake; mesh inserts in the upper increase 

breathability. The Kestrel was tested by mountain bike heroes Nicolas Vouilloz and 

Lars Sternberg.

Dual compound Mi6 and C4 outsole—soft Mi6 for traction on 
toe and heel. C4 for a catch free interface and increased power 
transfer to the pedal 

Unique outsole and cleat interface, designed to fit a variety of 
pedals from small platform eggbeaters to larger platform DH 
pedals 

KESTREL

Sleek low volume outsole

Outsole lugs are designed to reduce catch 
when clipping in and out

Outsole pattern designed to give traction on 
and off the bike 

MALTESE FALCON

KEY FEATURES: Clipless, Stealth S1 rubber, EVA midsole, PU-coated leather uppers, 

and lace/Velcro closure.

GOOD FOR: All-mountain riders who want shoes capable of winning the World Champs 

yet are still comfortable enough to stomp around and scope out lines.

5266 VISTA GREY

MALTESE FALCON
5267 CARBON/ RED

Weight (ea.) 16.93oz / 480g | Men’s size 9  

U.S. Sizing (M) 5-12, 13, 14

U.K. Sizing (M) 4-11, 12, 13
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Like the original Kestrel, this is a shoe meant to maximize the power-transfer from 

the energy you exert. The lace-up models are slightly less stiff, making this more akin 

to hike-a-bike situations and riding in comfort all day—and you still benefit from our 

burly, sticky Stealth® S1 outsole. Perforation in the uppers boost breathability, while 

the PU film-coated mesh keep moisture from soaking in.

GOOD FOR: Consider this a dialed-down relative of the stiffer Kestrel, boasting solid 

all-mountain performance in a weatherproof/breathable package.

KEY FEATURES: 

 SPD compatible

 Stealth® S1 outsole

 Weatherproofing PU film-coated mesh

 Perforated vamp for better breathability

 Stitched outsole for increased durability

Weight (ea.) 14.5oz/ 450 g ea. | Men’s size 9

U.S. Sizing (W) 5-13.5, 14.5, 15.5  (M) 4-12, 13, 14

U.K. Sizing (W) 5.5-12.5, 13.5, 14.5, (M) 4-11,12,13

KESTREL LACE

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHT |  KESTRELPRODUCT HIGHLIGHT |  KESTREL

Stealth® S1 offers great combination of friction, durability, 
and cushioning. 

Designed to fit a variety of pedals from small platform 
eggbeaters to larger platform DH pedals 

KESTREL

5256
RED/ BLACK

5190
ONIX

5260
SHOCK BLUE

5282
MAROON ONIX

NEW
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ALL MOUNTAIN |  FLATS

Weight (ea.) 13.6oz/385g | Men’s size 9 

U.S. Sizing (M) 4-12, 13, 14  (W) 5-11

U.K. Sizing (M) 3-11, 12, 13  (W) 2.5-8.5

FEATURES: Stealth® Mi6 rubber outsole, stiff EVA midsole for pedaling efficiency, 

abrasion-resistant poly-textile and synthetic upper, toe cap protection, and lace 

closure. An innovative treadless design under the ball of the foot allows for quick 

on-the-fly adjustments without lug interference. 

GOOD FOR: All-mountain flat-pedal riders, with a sticky pedal and shoe connection 

while still allowing for quick, on-the-fly adjustments. 

5257 TEAM BLACK

FREERIDER | CONTACT

ALL MOUNTAIN

| FLATS

These shoes are incredibly versatile 

and provide that extra margin of 

confidence and safety  many of us 

prefer when we’re rolling through 

steep, technical terrain. Plus, the 

soles are designed for performance 

both on and off your bike for times 

when you are hiking and biking, 

or just wandering around scoping 

lines.

ALL MOUNTAIN |  FLATS

ALSO AVAILABLE

5197 SEMI-SOLAR GREEN 5196 ORANGE

5212 GREY/ BLUE

5197 SHOCK GREEN/ ONIX

5213 BLACK/ LIME PUNCH

5233 MAROON/ ONIX
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A unique treadless design under 
ball of the foot allows for quick 
on-the-fly adjustments without 
lug interference.

Super soft and super sticky
Mi6 rubber closes around the 
pedal pins for clipped-in feeling. 

FREERIDER | CONTACT
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ALL MOUNTAIN |  FLATS ALL MOUNTAIN |  FLATS

ALSO AVAILABLE

5279 MAROON

5278 BLACK LEATHER

5192 EARTH/ GREEN

5250 SIMPLE BROWN

Weight (ea.) 14.4oz/408g | Men’s size 9 

U.S. Sizing (M) 4-12, 13, 14  (W) 5-11

U.K. Sizing (M) 3-11, 12, 13  (W) 2.5-8.5

FEATURES: High-friction Dotty™ tread outsole with shock-absorbing Stealth® S1 

rubber, breathable leather/mesh upper with supportive midsole, and lace closure.

GOOD FOR: Kickin’ around the shop wrenching on bikes, then headin’ out to hang 

with your friends.

5252 BLANCH BLUE

FREERIDER

Weight (ea.) 14.4oz/408g | Men’s size 9 

U.S. Sizing (M) 4-12, 13, 14  (W) 5-11

U.K. Sizing (M) 3-11, 12, 13  (W) 2.5-8.5

FEATURES: High-friction Dotty™ tread outsole with shock-absorbing Stealth® S1 

rubber, breathable leather/mesh upper with supportive midsole, and lace closure.

GOOD FOR: Kickin’ around the shop wrenching on bikes, and then heading out to 

hang with your friends.

5216 EARTH GREEN

FREERIDER

High friction Dotty™ tread outsole.

Offers great combination of friction, 
durability and cushioning with either 
Stealth® S1 or Stealth® Phantom 
rubber. 

Great grip on the pedal and all day 
comfort

FREERIDER

ALSO AVAILABLE

5093 BLACK/ GREY

5146 BRICK RED 5047 GREY/ BLUE5145 TEAL/ GRENADINE

5191 NAVY BLUE/ GREY5217 DK. GREY/ORANGE5225 BLACK/ BERRY

S1

Ph

S1

Ph
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ALL MOUNTAIN |  FLATS ALL MOUNTAIN |  FLATS

ALSO AVAILABLE

5193 MINERAL BLUE

5218 DK. GREY/ KHAKI

5219 GREY/ BLUE

5152    OCEAN DEPTHS

FREERIDER | KID’S
5153  TEAM BLACK RED  5154  GREY/ LIME PUNCH

FEATURES: One-piece molded Stealth® Marathon rubber outsole, split grain leather uppers, 

durable stitched, one-piece molded cupsole, and lace closure.

GOOD FOR: Kids who ride hard. We don’t make dumbed-down versions of what the pros wear—

because some of our pros are actually kids. These are just like our famed Freerider, only smaller 

and outfitted with our non-marking Marathon rubber.

Weight (Size 1 US) 8.2oz/232g | Men’s size 9 

U.S. Sizing (K) 10.5-3

U.K. Sizing (K) 9.5-2

5220 HEATHER/ TEAL
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Weight (ea.) 13.7oz/ 389g | Men’s size 9 

U.S. Sizing (M) 4-12, 13, 14 (W) 5-11

U.K. Sizing (M) 3-11, 12, 13 (W) 2.5-8.5

FEATURES: Stealth® Phantom rubber, compression-molded EVA midsole, polyester 

textile and synthetic/breathable uppers, toe cap protection, and lace closure.

GOOD FOR: Dirt jumpers or downhillers, it is built to handle the rigors of the park and 

the backcountry.

5194 MYRTLE GREEN

FREERIDER | CANVAS

Ph

Mn
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ALL MOUNTAIN |  FLATSALL MOUNTAIN |  FLATS

ALSO AVAILABLE

Weight (ea.) 14.5oz/ 450g | Men’s size 9 

U.S. Sizing (M) 4-12, 13, 14

U.K. Sizing (M) 3-11, 12, 13

FEATURES: Lace cover, stiffest production Freerider,  PU-coated leather upper, 

high-friction Dotty™ tread outsole with shock-absorbing Stealth® Phantom rubber, 

and a durable one-piece molded cupsole.

GOOD FOR: Mountain biking in wet, nasty conditions, with a lace cover to keep the 

moisture out, a stiff sole for serious pedal response, and a durable weather-repellent 

finish to make you look forward to the next rain storm.

5259 PSYCHEDELIC YELLOW

FREERIDER | ELC
ALSO AVAILABLE

5184 NAVY/ BLACK 5258 PSYCHEDELIC RED

Ph

Weight (ea.) 14.9oz/422g | Men’s size 9 

U.S. Sizing (M) 4-12, 13, 14 

U.K. Sizing (M) 3-11, 12, 13

FEATURES: High-friction Dotty™ tread outsole with shock-absorbing Stealth® S1 

rubber, leather/synthetic uppers, and a durable one-piece molded cupsole.

GOOD FOR: Mountain biking in cold, wet, nasty conditions, with foam insulation and a 

durable weather-repellent finish to make you look forward to the next rain storm.

5183 DARK GREY/ BLACK

FREERIDER | ELEMENTS

S1

NEW
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ALL MOUNTAIN |  FLATSALL MOUNTAIN |  FLATS

ALSO AVAILABLE:

5242 BLACK LEATHER
Weight (ea.) 17.2oz/ 488g | Men’s Size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 6-12, 13

U.K. Sizing (M) 5-11, 12

FEATURES: High-top cut for style and protection, one-piece molded Stealth® S1 

rubber outsole for durability and friction, PU-coated suede/ mesh uppers, and 

lace closure.

GOOD FOR: This shoe is perfect for the dirt jumper or downhiller looking for ankle 

protection and style. The Freerider High is the go-to shoe for riders Logan Peat and 

Eric Lawrenuk regardless of what the day has in store.

5229 MAROON HERO

FREERIDER | HIGH
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GRAVITY |  CLIPLESS

FEATURES: Clipless with extended Long Line cleat (positioned 20mm back 

to allow for rider adjustment), Stealth® Mi6 rubber, hydrophobic foam, compression-

molded EVA midsole, lightweight, easy overnight drying, and a lace/ Velcro® brand 

strap closure.

GOOD FOR: People who want to go fast. This race-tested design was developed with 

an extended Long Line cleat for world champ Greg Minnaar.

5125 RASTA

IMPACT | VXi CLIPLESS

Weight (ea.) 12.8oz/363g | Men’s Size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 5-13, 14

U.K. Sizing (M) 4-12, 13

GRAVITY | CLIPLESS

This line is for downhill racers and 

riders who like being clipped in for 

speed and control.  They’re looking 

to shave tenths of a second off the 

clock to stay on top of the podium 

or beat that long-time rival.  These 

shoes offer advanced protection 

and stability for riders who are 

pushing the limits of what’s 

possible on a bike. 

Weight (ea.) 18.7oz/ 532g | Men’s Size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 6-12, 13, 14

U.K. Sizing (M) 5-11, 12, 13

FEATURES: Clipless, Stealth® S1 rubber outsole, midflex plate, leather and synthetic 

DWR-treated uppers, durable-stitched one-piece molded cupsole, and a lace/ Velcro® 

strap closure.

GOOD FOR: The winningest shoe in World cup DH history, it crushes on downhill 

courses as well as most enduro races, with good traction for course walks, and 

reduced vibration and chatter through the bumps at high speeds.

5142 BLACK/ LIME PUNCH

HELLCAT
5147 BLACK/ GREY

ALSO AVAILABLE:

5141 TEAM BLACK

Extended long line cleat allows more central 
foot positioning for DH

Outsole pattern designed to give traction on 
and off the bike

Mi6 for cushioning and shock absorbtion 

IMPACT | VXi CLIPLESS

Shock-absorbing and vibration-dampening 
cup outsole

World Cup proven

S1 for durability and high friction

HELLCAT
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GRAVITY |  FLATGRAVITY |  FLAT

GRAVITY | FLAT

These shoes are made for 

aggressive riders who are looking 

for a balance of stability and 

protection.  Five Ten®’s roots in 

the bike world originated in Gravity 

with riders like Sam Hill, Nathan 

Rennie, and Chris Kovarik.  Now 

these shoes are worn by riders 

everywhere, from the Whistler Bike 

Park to the Alps to the jungles of 

Cairns. 

5144   BLUE/ YELLOW

IMPACT | VXi

Weight (ea.) 12.8oz/363g | Men’s Size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 5-13, 14

U.K. Sizing (M) 4-12, 13

FEATURES: Stealth® Mi6 rubber, compression-molded EVA midsoles, synthetic 

uppers, lightweight, dries overnight, toe protection, and lace closure.

GOOD FOR: The flat-pedal rider who wants the benefits of riding flats without giving 

up the performance of clips.

5126 TEAM BLACK

5253 GRANITE

ALSO AVAILABLE
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Mi6 rubber for maximum grip on the pedal and 
a clipped-in feel

Stiff sole for efficient power transfer on 
pedaling sections 

IMPACT | VXi

*This model comes with a second 

  set of laces
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GRAVITY |  FLAT GRAVITY |  FLAT

5261   BLACK/ BLUE

IMPACT

Weight (ea.) 20.2oz/573g | Men’s Size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 5-13, 14

U.K. Sizing (M) 4-12, 13

FEATURES: Stealth® S1 rubber, a compression-molded PU midsole, slingshot heel for 

secure fit and comfort, protective toe, breathable lateral mesh panel, a leather/textile 

upper, and lace closure.

GOOD FOR: The original Impacts are the most popular and versatile flat-pedal shoe in 

mountain biking history. 
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Stealth®’s legendary innovation in flat-pedal riding

Stealth® S1 for durability and high friction 

IMPACT

Weight (ea.) 21.5oz/611g | Men’s Size 9

5264 BLACK/ RED

5265 VISTA GREY

Weight (ea.) 21.5oz/611g | Men’s Size 9

ALSO AVAILABLE:

5262 VISTA GREY

5263 CARBON BLACK
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CASUAL |  DIRTCASUAL |  DIRT

CASUAL | DIRT

Athletes love these shoes for 

throwing dumped threes or 

learning oppo tricks. Here at 5.10 

headquarters we’ve found they 

are also good for wearing to get 

coffee, sitting behind a computer, 

or meeting friends for happy hour.

FEATURES: A one-piece molded Stealth® MH Marathon Micro Dot outsole for 

durability and friction, internal EVA midsole, split-grain leather and canvas uppers.

GOOD FOR: This is the quintessential multisport shoe; providing performance in 

almost every scenario, from pedaling to cruising town to riding the skate park.

5221 GREY/ BLUE

SLEUTH | CANVAS

Weight (ea.) 11.1oz/315g | Men’s Size 9 

U.S. Sizing (M) 4-12, 13

U.K. Sizing (M) 3-11, 12

Think of the Sleuth as the one-shoe solution for your day; capable of tackling 

everything you’d encounter, from trail to table.  Stealth® Marathon rubber provides a 

tuned grip for freedom of movement and increased durability--just what you want for a 

do-it-all lifestyle shoe capable of dirt jumping and riding skate park.

Weight (ea.) 10.9oz/38g | Men’s Size 9 

U.S. Sizing (M) 4-12, 13

U.K. Sizing (M) 6-11, 12

5223 RICH BLUE/ KHAKI

DIRTBAG

FEATURES: One-piece molded Stealth® 

Mn rubber with a micro-dot outsole, 

internal EVA midsole, and lace closure.

FEATURES: One-piece molded Stealth® 

Marathon rubber outsole, internal EVA 

midsole, split-grain leather upper, 

durable one-piece molded EVA.1
GOOD FOR: Sending it at the skate park 

and hitting backyard jumps. 

Weight (ea.) 12.2oz/345g  | Men’s Size 9

U.S. Sizing (M) 4-12, 13

U.K. Sizing (M) 3-11, 12

GOOD FOR: When you want max 

durability and just the right mixture of 

stickiness and comfort in one do-it-all 

shoe while on the bike, the skateboard, 

or the sidewalk.

5222 DARK GREY/ BOLD ORANGE

SPITFIRE

ALSO AVAILABLE IN LEATHER:

5147 BLACK/ LIME PUNCH
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Stealth® Marathon is comfortable and durable  

Perfect for everyday use 

Non-marking 

Works great on pedals

DIRT

Mn

Mn

Mn
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Five Ten® made headlines in 1985 when we invented the first approach shoe (the Five Tennie) with Stealth high-friction rubber. 

Then we revolutionized climbing by developing special Stealth® formulas for rock shoes.  Since then, we’ve continually provided 

innovation through unique rubber compounds. We love to geek out about stuff like abrasion resistance, durometers, and tensile 

strength—and we love figuring out the best ways to use this knowledge in shoes specifically designed to excel while climbing, 

biking, and hiking. But the details could take up an entire semester of grad-level chemistry and engineering courses.  The important 

thing to remember is that Stealth® rubber is the leading high-friction outsole. It has excelled in all outdoor sports, putting people on 

podiums, summits, and deep into the backcountry for 30 years. And we’re just getting started.

CLIMBING

Stealth® is the most trusted rubber 

compound for climbers worldwide. 

And here’s why. We have the highest 

traction over the widest range of 

temperatures. We also make specific 

Stealth® compounds for overhanging 

rock and highly abrasive rock. Our 

Stealth® rubber, combined with Five 

Ten®’s unique, high-performance 

climbing shoe designs, offers an 

unprecedented technical advantage. 

OUTDOOR

We leveraged our love of sticky 

rubber and applied it to the demands 

of the trail by using harder Stealth® 

rubber compounds that can stand up 

to serious miles without sacrificing 

any of the tackiness or durability 

you need to navigate through the 

elements. The unparalleled shock-

absorption and cushioning also 

maximizes all-day comfort without 

adding weight.

BIKING

With our cycling shoes, we thread 

the needle perfectly, providing 

shoes with Stealth® rubber 

compounds that provide traction 

when you’re in the saddle, stiffness 

to transfer power to the crank, 

and a catch-free interface for 

clipless riders. Plus our famed 

grip—anchored by the sticky and 

cushioning S1 legacy bike rubber—

means you’ll also be sure-footed 

when an inventible hike-a-bike 

moment presents itself.

COMPOUNDS
Each formula has particular performance characteristics specific to different types of climbing, 

hiking and biking:

Throughout the advancement of boulder and sport climbing, Stealth® Hf has helped 

unlock the steepest of climbs by conforming to even the smallest edges and crystals, 

allowing athletes to pull with their feet in ways never before possible.

Stealth® Phantom is the our colored, non-marking rubber compound - originally 

developed for the military and Special Ops—available to anyone who needs to move 

quietly, without a trace. Plus it provides bomber traction and power transfer when 

planted on the bike pedals.

ONYXX has a hardness-to-friction ratio that cannot be beat for precision edging and 

exceptional durability.

Marathon is the most durable Stealth® compound, created to withstand the extreme 

environments of BMX, dirt jumping, and everyday life.

Our most versatile compound; it is used throughout our entire footwear line. 

Stealth® S1 exhibits an extraordinary balance of high friction and durability with 

excellent cushioning.

Superior cushioning properties combined with unmatched friction on smooth surfaces 

(like glass, metal, and polished rock) make this one of the stickiest climbing-friendly 

rubbers we create. And when applied bike shoes, its damping qualities battle the chatter 

and keep your feet secure in your pedals, giving you traction when you’re pushing the 

bike over dicey terrain.

Tried and true C4 allows climbers to stick to barely-there edges, lock into smears on 

microscopic nubbins, and cruise up technical terrain with unparalleled confidence in 

their footwork. And its hardness means you can easily transfer the power to the pedals 

when biking, and delivers a catch-free interface for clipless riders.
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LINE OVERVIEW |  OUTDOOR
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LINE OVERVIEW |  OUTDOOR

#5204
GUIDE TENNIE MID | GTX

#5207
GUIDE TENNIE | MID

#5124
GUIDE TENNIE | MID

#5139
GUIDE TENNIE | MID

#5179
GUIDE TENNIE | MID

#5177
ÆSCENT

#5178
ÆSCENT

#5205
CANYONEER

#5240
EDDY

#5239
EDDY

#5136
WATER TENNIE

#5081
WATER TENNIE

#5203
CAMP FOUR | GTX

#5162
CAMP FOUR

#5163
CAMP FOUR

#5164
CAMP FOUR

#5167
CAMP FOUR

#5208
GUIDE TENNIE

#5120
GUIDE TENNIE

#5178
GUIDE TENNIE

#5159
GUIDE TENNIE

#5138
GUIDE TENNIE

#5234A
ACCESS

#5235
ACCESS

#5237
ACCESS

#5236
ACCESS

#5236
ACCESS

LOW TENSION

Low Tension shoes are 
designed to fit with a flat-toe 
profile. This profile is the most 
comfortable for beginners—it’s 
also ideal for ascending cracks.

MEDIUM TENSION

Medium Tension shoes should 
fit with a slightly curved toe 
profile. These shoes are all-
around performers—great for 
gyms, bouldering, sport, and 
trad climbing. 

HIGH TENSION

High Tension shoes are 
designed to be worn with a tight 
fit, with the toes tight against 
the end of the shoe. These shoe 
are designed for difficult climbs 
(usually single pitch) and hard 
boulder problems.

#5012
MOCCASYM

#5010
ANASAZI | LV

#5014
STONELANDS| VCS

#5016
STONELANDS| LACE-UP

#5246
QUANTUM

#5106
ANASAZI | LACE-UP

#5008
ANASAZI | VCS

#5241
VERDON | VCS

#5202
VERDON

MODERATE

These shoes have slightly 
downturned toes and medium 

heel tension. The design is gently 
asymmetric in shape. These shoes 
are ideal for single and multi-pitch 

technical performance.  

NEUTRAL

These shoes fit like a snug 
sneaker. They are idea for 

beginnners and more experienced 
climbers who want additional 

comfort for cracks or multi-pitch 
trad routes. The toe box is slightly 

rounded. 
#5113
ANASAZI | GUIDE

#5018
SIREN

#5102
ROGUE | VCS

#5099
ROGUE | VCS

#5175#5102
ROGUE | LACE-UP

#5008
ROGUE | LACE-UP STONEMASTER | VCS

#5429
STONEMASTER | VCS

#5283
STONEMASTER | RENTAL

#5284
STONEMASTER | RENTAL

#5276 #5021
STONEMASTER | RENTAL MINI MOCC

AGGRESSIVE

The downturned toe enables your 
feet to grip holds on overhanging 

rock. This style of shoe has the 
most aggressive heel tension and 

an asymmetric shape for added toe 
power and precision. 

#5013
ARROWHEAD

#5003
BLACKWING

#5002
DRAGON

#5001
TEAM 5.10®

#5004
BLACKWING

#5110
TEAM VXi

#5176
HIANGLE

#5186
HIANGLE

#5203#5203
CAMP FOUR  MID | GTXCAMP FOUR  MID | GTX LEA

#5168
CAMP FOUR | MID

#5165
CAMP FOUR | MID

#5166
CAMP FOUR | MID



LINE OVERVIEW |  BIKELINE OVERVIEW |  BIKE

#5211 
KESTREL

#5256
KESTREL | LACE

#5282
KESTREL | LACE

#5260
KESTREL | LACE

#5190
KESTREL | LACE

#5217
FREERIDER

#5225
FREERIDER

#5191
FREERIDER

#5145
FREERIDER

#5279
FREERIDER

#5266

#5259

MALTESE FALCON

FREERIDER ELC

#5267

#5258

MALTESE FALCON

FREERIDER EALC

#5213
FREERIDER | CONTACT

#5257
FREERIDER | CONTACT

#5212
FREERIDER | CONTACT

#5197
FREERIDER | CONTACT

#5196
FREERIDER | CONTACT

#5218
FREERIDER

#5194
FREERIDER

#5219
FREERIDER

#5193 #5220
FREERIDER FREERIDER

#5184
FREERIDER | ELEMENTS

#5183
FREERIDER | ELEMENTS

#5232
FREERIDER | CONTACT

#5233
FREERIDER | CONTACT

#5093
FREERIDER

#5216
FREERIDER

#5047
FREERIDER

#5252
FREERIDER

#5250
FREERIDER

#5222 
SPITFIRE

#5221
SLEUTH

#5223
DIRTBAG

#5226
SLEUTH LEA

#5154
FREERIDER | KIDS

#5153
FREERIDER | KIDS

#5152
FREERIDER | KIDS

#5147
HELLCAT

#5142
HELLCAT

#5126 #5253
IMPACT | VXI IMPACT | VXI

#5144
IMPACT | VXI

#5216A #5279 #5278
FREERIDER FREERIDER FREERIDER

#5229 
FREERIDER | MID

#5242
FREERIDER | MID

#5216
IMPACT VXI | CLIPLESS

#5215
IMPACT VXI | CLIPLESS

#5264#5265
IMPACT | HIGHIMPACT | HIGH

#5262
IMPACT

#5621
IMPACT

#5263
IMPACT
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ACCESSORIESACCESSORIES

FEATURES: No-spill, lightweight,  one-hand drawstring 
closure, wide mouth for easy access, sized for indoor and 
outdoor use.

GOOD FOR: Climbing gyms, World Cup comps, 
bouldering, single pitches trad and sport routes, multi-
pitch climbs.

5.10® CORE | CHALK BAG

8001 8002 8003

FEATURES: Spill-proof closure, mega-wide opening for easy 

use, flat, no-spill bottom.

GOOD FOR: Climbing gyms, World Cup comps, 
bouldering, single pitches trad and sport routes, multi-
pitch climbs.

5.10® CORE | CHALK BAG

8014 8011 8012

FEATURES: Ergonomic fit for no-bunch performance, all-
day comfort, durable synthetic fiber, seamless stitching, 
snug but not too tight ankle cuff.

GOOD FOR: Bike riding of all types: downhill, enduro, 
cross-country and commuting. Flying the Brand of the 
Brave flag.

5.10® SOCKS

FEATURES: Shock-absorbing, durable, best foam in 
the industry. We’ve partnered with Organic Climbing to 
produce these bomber landing-zones.

GOOD FOR: Saving your ankles, bouldering, highballs, 
emergency bivis, naps.

BRIEFCASE PAD
Sizes: 36x48x3
Colors: Assorted (8441)

CRASH PAD
Sizes: 36x48x3 
Colors: Assorted (8440)

8441 BRIEFCASE PAD
8440 CRASH PAD

Stealth® rubber, the highest friction rubber on earth, is 
available in do-it-yourself resole kits. Stealth® kits are 
not only available to resole your worn out climbing shoes, 
but you can also resole your hiking boots, water sandals, 
cowboy boots or your bedroom slippers.

Stealth® Paint 8130a 
C4 Dot Regular 8124  
C4 Dot XL 8125  
C4 Rand Patch 8127 
C4 ™ Regular 8120  

C4 XL  8121
C4 Deluxe 8122 
C4 Deluxe XL  8123
C4 Half Sole 8126

The Five Ten® Neon Kneebar is guaranteed to 
downgrade climbs. We’ve backed a super sticky 
layer of Stealth® Mystique Rubber with a working 
micro-porous synthetic liner. The snug fitting Neon is 
ergonomically engineered to allow full knee articulation 
while protecting and clinging to any angle rock.

Sizes: One size • Color: Galaxy Purple

STEALTH® RESOLE KITS NEON | KNEE BAR

7454 7920 7455

8430
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GLOSSARY

BOA CLOSURE SYSTEM
A reel and steel lace cable system to 

tighten shoes with the turn of a light-

weight knob. The system is durable, 

quick, and provides a perfect fit without 

any pressure points. 

BOTB
Brand of the Brave (that’s us!)

CLARINO
A very high-quality synthetic material 

that is known for its suppleness, durabil-

ity and soft leathery feel.

CONTACT OUTSOLE
A treadless rubber section under the ball 

of the foot where the pedal contacts the 

foot. This creates the “sticky” feel Five 

Ten® is known for and allows for quick, 

on-the-fly adjustments with no interfer-

ence from lugs.

DUROMETER
A durometer scale is a type of measure-

ment for rubber material hardness. The 

higher the number, the harder the rubber.

DWR-TREATED
DWR (durable water repellent) is a coat-

ing that’s added to fabrics to make them 

water-resistant (or hydrophobic).

EDGING
A climbing technique involving the place-

ment of the very edge (either inside or 

outside edge) of the climbing shoe on a 

small nubbin, crystal or edge.

EVA
An abbreviation for ethylene vinyl ac-

etate. The dense, closed-cell foam  is 

soft, flexible, and durable, with excellent 

cushioning properties.

FISHHOOK MIDSOLE
Five Ten®’s exclusive design includes a 

proprietary stiffener under the toe and 

inside the ball of the foot to add edging 

power without compromising sensitivity 

and flexibility.

GORE-TEX®
A waterproof, breathable membrane. The 
GORE-TEX® tag on our shoes indicates 
a rigidly tested seam-taped construction 
that meets Gore’s highest standards 
and is backed by Gore’s waterproof 
guarantee. 

HYDROPHOBIC FOAM
Hydrophobic foam does not take on wa-
ter, which keeps it l ighter when wet and 
allows it to dry faster.

MARKING SCUFF
Marks can occur on some floor surfac-
es when pressure is applied to the sole 
of your shoe and traces of rubber rub 
off. This transfer of rubber indicates an 
increase of friction and traction, similar 
to the smudges a pencil eraser leaves 
on paper. If you get scuff marks indoors, 
just wipe them away with a paste of 
baking soda and water.

MIDFLEX PLATE
A plate under the ball of the foot for 
installing clipless pedal cleats that stays 
stiff on the bike, but flexes when hiking.

ORTHOLITE
Ortholite footbeds are made with 
open-cell foam, allowing air to circulate 
around the foot, keeping your foot cooler 
inside the shoe.

PU-COATED LEATHER
We use the highest-quality split-grain 
leather and add a polyurethane coating 
for durability and weather protection.

SLINGSHOT RAND
This one-piece rubber rand wraps around 
the heel to the instep. It helps to sta-
bilize the heel, prevent stretching, and 
keep the forefoot in the ideal position for 
performance and power.

SMEARING
The act of pressing the sole of your 
climbing shoe directly to the rock or slab 
and using friction to gain traction.

TOE RAND
Rubber toe cap for added durability and 
protection.

GLOSSARY

US WOMEN UK WOMEN EUROPE
5 2.5 35

5.5 3 35.5
6 3.5 36
7 4.5 37.5

7.5 5 38
8 5.5 39

8.5 6 39.5
9 6.5 40

9.5 7 41
10 7.5 41.5

10.5 8 42
11 8.5 42.5

US MEN UK MEN EUROPE
2 1 33

2.5 1.5 33.5

3 2 34

3.5 2.5 35

4 3 35.5

4.5 3.5 36

5 4 37

5.5 4.5 37.5

6 5 38

6.5 5.5 39

7 6 39.5

7.5 6.5 40

8 7 41

8.5 7.5 41.5

9 8 42

9.5 8.5 42.5

10 9 43

10.5 9.5 44

11 10 44.5

11.5 10.5 45

12 11 46

12.5 11.5 46.5

13 12 47

13.5 12.5 48

14 13 48.5

15 14 49.5
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